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Abstract
Reinforcement Learning paradigm has obtained impressive results in solving
complex tasks such as videogames [23] or robotic control [11]. Despite its success,
two main problems hinder its applicability to many other problems: low sample
efficiency (needing high amount of samples to learn to solve a problem) and sparse
rewards (when most of the time reward signals are not informative enough to learn
from).
Model Based Reinforcement Learning shows promise to solve the sample effi-
ciency problem. This kind of algorithms use the data, not only to learn an optimal
policy via trial and error, but to create a model that can be used to generate syn-
thetic data. Then, traditional Model Free algorithms, can be used in combination
with high quantities of synthetic data to increase sample efficiency.
Concerning Model Free methods, off-policy algorithms, those which do not need
to follow the same policy which they are learning from, are more sample efficient
than their counterparts: on-policy algorithms [11] [21]. The combination of Model
Based Reinforcement Learning with off-policy methods has yet to be explored [20].
The sparse reward problem appears when the reward function usually returns
the same reward except for the goal state and when the reward is hard to find
by trial and error. One of the most notable contributions to solve this problem
is Hindsight Experience Replay [1]. This method is able to learn from erroneous
trajectories that do not reach the goal state by treating some states of experienced
trajectories as goal states and thus receiving a reward signal which the agent can
learn from.
In this master thesis, we explore the three mentioned topics: off-policy algo-
rithms, Model Based Reinforcement Learning and Hindsight Experience Replay.
For that purpose, we implement Hindsight Experience Replay with a recent state of
the art off-policy algorithm Soft Actor Critic (SAC) [11]. Then, we extend a robust
Model Based Reinforcement Learning method that works with on-policy methods,
Model Ensemble Trust Region Policy Optimization (ME-TRPO) [19], to work with
off-policy methods, which we call, Model Ensemble Soft Actor Critic (ME-SAC).
Finally, we combine ME-SAC with Hindsight Experience Replay to solve sparse re-
ward problems with more sample efficiency.
Results show that a) HER works perfectly with SAC, b) ME-SAC is able to
learn from imagined data in a modified Half Cheetah environment and c) ME-SAC
with HER is 10 times faster than its model free counterpart in Fetch and Reach
environment.
iii
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1 Introduction
In this master thesis, we try to tackle two of Reinforcement Learning most prominent
problems: sparse rewards (when most of the time reward signals are not informative
enough to learn from) and low sample efficiency (needing high amount of samples to
learn to solve a problem). To do that we have proposed a combination of algorithms that
are sample efficient (Model Based Reinforcement Learning and off-policy methods) and
that work with sparse rewards (Hindsight Experience Replay).
1.1 Motivation
The central core our motivation is to make Reinforcement Learning more similar to human
learning and thanks to this, to make it easier for it to be applied to real world problems.
While humans are able to learn to manipulate objects or to play a video game just
by interacting a few times with a given problem, Reinforcement Learning algorithms take
millions of interactions to be able to solve a problem optimally [23] [30]. An answer to this
problem may be Model Based Reinforcement Learning, where a model is built to mimic
the environment dynamics. Model Based Reinforcement Learning draws inspiration from
humans as they have an internal model of their surroundings and can predict outcomes
of their actions which then can be used in learning the correct policy.
Increasing sample efficiency can make a path for Reinforcement Learning to be applied
extensively. For example, we can train in the physical world a robotic arm to grab objects
by just feeding our agent visual input. However this problem may take millions or tens
of millions of interactions with the object in order for our algorithm to learn the optimal
policy and thus making it not viable due to time and energy expenditure. A possible solu-
tion could be increasing the sample efficiency with, for example, Model Based approaches,
up to a point to make this kind of problems feasible.
Moreover, most of the tasks require complex handcrafted reward functions in order
to speed up the learning process to a reasonable time. A desired feature of this kind of
algorithms would be changing the complex reward functions, by simpler ones, such as
giving a reward only if they reach the desired goal. In complex problems, using simple
reward functions, may lead to an agent that never obtains a signal that it can learn from,
as it never reaches its goal just by random walk. This kind of rewards are called sparse.
Solving the sparse reward problem would contribute to make Reinforcement Learning
succeed without human input (by not creating the complex reward functions) and thus
making steps into General Artificial Intelligence.
The idea of this work is to test an integration of Model Based Reinforcement Learning
with off-policy methods to increase sample efficiency and algorithms that work with sparse
rewards.
1
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1.2 Contributions
The two main contributions of this thesis have been twofold:
1. Extend a paper of Model Based Reinforcement Learning changing the on-policy
method used (TRPO) for an off-policy one (SAC). As mentioned in [20], deep off-
policy Model Based methods are not studied at all. To our knowledge, this thesis
marks one of the first entries to study the combination of off-policy with Model
Based methods.
2. Merge the Model Based Reinforcement Learning with off-policy methods with an-
other method which works with sparse rewards (Hindsight Experience Replay). We
show that the combination can obtain 10x faster results in the environment Fetch
and Reach.
1.3 Overview
This work is divided into four different parts.
First, in Reinforcement Learning review (section 2), we will explain the theoretical
background needed for this thesis. In section 2.1, we will give a brief introduction to the
Reinforcement Learning problem. In sections 2.2 and 2.4, we will explain both classes
of Reinforcement Learning algorithms we are using: Model Free and Model Based. In
both 2.2 and 2.4, we will mention some of the latest papers that appeared in the field on
those subjects. In section 2.3, a Model Free method to deal with sparse rewards will be
introduced.
Next in section 3, we will explain how we have integrated the solution for sparse
rewards and Model Based Reinforcement Learning. Specifically, in section 3.1, we will
explain how we have reproduced the Model Based Reinforcement Learning solution chang-
ing on-policy to off-policy, in section 3.2, we will explain how we have merged the sparse
rewards solution with the Model Based one and, in section 3.3, we will explain the do-
mains in which we have tested our algorithms.
After that, in section 4, we will explain the results for each contribution separately.
In section 4.1, we test test the method that works with sparse rewards with a Model Free
off-policy state of the art algorithm. In 4.2, we investigate Model Based Reinforcement
Learning with an off-policy method. In 4.3 we report the results of our objective: the
final combination of Model Based Reinforcement Learning method with a method that
works with sparse rewards.
Finally, in section 5, we will end this thesis with the conclusions of our work and with
possible future work.
2
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2 Reinforcement Learning review
This section will be focused on explaining the theoretical background of our thesis. Most
of the conceptual basis and notation is extracted from the original work of Sutton &
Barto [33].
2.1 The Reinforcement Learning problem
Reinforcement Learning tackles the problem of learning a policy via trial and error
that maximises the long term expected reward.
The Reinforcement Learning problem is set in a world or environment where its
characteristic are given by a multi-dimensional vector called state, s. An agent can
observe part of those characteristics in a multi-dimensional vector called observation, o
(o ∈ s)1, it is able to act on it with an action, a, and after each action, the agent is pre-
sented with a scalar signal called reward, r, which measures its performance. The action
affects the next state of the environment and reward and even the subsequent states and
rewards. The rewards may be delayed i.e. the consequence of an action may not be seen
until a period of time into the future.
Figure 1: Reinforcement Learning Process. Given a state, s, and an action, a, the envi-
ronment transitions to state s′ and gives out a reward signal r.
Formally the Reinforcement Learning problem is defined as a Markov Decision Pro-
cess formed by a set of states S (s ∈ S), a set of actions A (a ∈ A), a reward function
r(s, a) : S x A → R (which for notation we will use Rt indicating the output of the re-
ward function at time t or r if it is the scalar value) and a probability transition function
between states p(s′|s, a) : S x S x A→ [0, 1].
A Markov Decision Process is such process that has the Markov Property i.e. the
transition function only depends on the action and the state from the previous timestep.
1For simplicity, we will use the notation where the agent fully knows the characteristics of the envi-
ronment s = o.
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p(St+1|St, At, ..., S0, A0) = p(St+1|St, At) (1)
The goal of Reinforcement Learning algorithms is to learn how to act in order to
maximize the return, Gt or long term reward up to an horizon, T.
Gt = Rt+1 + ...+Rt+n−1 +Rt+n=T =
t+T∑
i=t+1
Ri (2)
In our case, we will tackle problems where the Horizon is infinite. In order for the
infinite horizon problems returns be finite, a parameter γ ∈ [0, 1) is introduced.
Gt = Rt+1 + γ
2Rt+2 + γ
3Rt+3 + ... =
∞∑
i=t+1
γi−t−1Ri (3)
In addition to make the return finite, γ controls how much weight is given to future
rewards. A lower γ will give more importance to closer timesteps into the future and
viceversa.
To maximize the return, the agent should choose the actions that have the desired
effect. A policy, pi(a|s) ∝ P(At = a|St = s) is how an agent chooses actions depending
on the state it is in and it is represented as a conditional probability distribution. Policies
can be or stochastic or deterministic and discrete or continuous depending on the method
you use. One way to find the optimal policy is introducing the concept of value functions2:
vpi(s) = Epi
[
Gt
∣∣∣St = s] (4)
qpi(s, a) = Epi
[
Gt
∣∣∣St = s, At = a] (5)
Equation (4) is the state value function, vpi(s), which is the expected return you
would receive if you start in state s and follow the policy pi afterwards. Equation (5) is
the state action value function or Q-value, qpi(s, a), which is the expected return you
would receive if you start in state s, take action a and follow policy pi afterwards. With
these two concepts, we can quantify how good is staying in the states and how good is
taking actions in certain states and then, we can quantify how good a policy is. A policy,
pi, is said to be better than another policy, pi′, if and only if vpi(s) ≥ vpi′(s).
In addition, we can expand both v(s) and q(s, a) in order for us to be able to estimate
their value [33]:
2The expectation of Epi is over the transition probabilities p(St+1|St, At). The pi under the expectation
is a convention that means that the actions are sampled according to the policy after the starting state,
s, in the case of the state value function and after the starting state and starting action, s, a, in the case
of the action state value function.
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vpi(s) = Epi
[
Gt
∣∣∣St = s]
= Epi
[
Rt+1 + γRt+2 + γ
2Rt+3 + ...
∣∣∣St = s]
= Epi
[
Rt+1 + γ(Rt+2 + γRt+3 + ...)
∣∣∣St = s]
= Epi
[
Rt+1 + γGt+1
∣∣∣St = s]
= Epi[Rt+1 + γvpi(St+1)
∣∣∣St = s]
(6)
This expression is called Bellman equation for state value function and we can
use it to estimate vpi(s) iteratively. The process consists in repeating in iterations, i, the
Bellman equation ∀s: vi+1pi (s) = Epi
[
Rt+1 + γv
i
pi(St+1)
∣∣∣St = s] which converges for i→∞.
This is called policy evaluation because you calculate the return of acting according to
a certain policy. Practically, the number of iterations is reduced to 1 because we do not
need the converged value of vpi(s) to compare with other policies and due to the excessive
computing time if we want to have a converged vpi(s). The expression for qpi(s, a) can be
estimated similarly:
qpi(s, a) = Epi
[
Gt
∣∣∣St = s, At = a]
= Epi
[
Rt+1 + γvpi(St+1)
∣∣∣St = s, At = a] (7)
This is the Bellman equation for action state value function. A relation between
vpi(s) with qpi(s, a) can be found sampling the action in qpi(s, a) from the policy:
vpi(s) = Ea∼pi [qpi(s, a)] (8)
Consider a deterministic policy pi, if we estimate qpi(s, a) we will know if taking a
different action not recommended by the policy is better. If qpi(s, a) ≥ vpi(s) then if we
consider a new policy pi′ that follows a in s, pi′ ≥ pi. This is called policy improvement
theorem. From this, we can improve the policy and obtain an improved state value
function choosing the action that maximises qpi(s, a).
pi′(s) = arg max
a
qpi(s, a) (9)
vpi′(s) = max
a
qpi(s, a) (10)
The process of choosing a policy that is better than the current one is called policy
improvement. The Reinforcement Learning problem can be summarised as finding the
optimal policy (which we will mark with an asterisk, *):
pi∗(s) = arg max
pi
vpi(s) (11)
5
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pi∗(s, a) = arg max
pi
qpi(s, a) (12)
The optimal policy achieves optimal state value function and state action value func-
tion, hence, finding optimal value functions is also solving the Reinforcement Learning
problem. Both optimal value functions are given by:
v∗(s) = max
pi
vpi(s) (13)
q∗(s, a) = max
pi
qpi(s, a) (14)
In addition we can reformulate equation (10) to obtain the expression for optimal
value functions.
v∗(s) = max
a
qpi∗(s, a) (15)
Finally given the last expression, equation (15), we can rewrite the Bellman equations
for optimal value functions with the name Bellman optimality equations:
v∗(s) = max
a
E
[
Rt+1 + γv∗(St+1)
∣∣∣St = s, At = a] (16)
q∗(s, a) = E
[
Rt+1 + γmax
a′
q∗(St+1, a′)
∣∣∣St = s, At = a] (17)
To estimate either v∗(s), q∗(s, a) or pi∗(s) a two step procedure is used:
1. Policy evaluation: estimate the value functions for the current policy using the
Bellman equations (6) (7).
2. Policy improvement: change the policy for a better one using the max function
as in equation (9).
The two step procedure is called policy iteration (if the number of evaluations from
the Bellman equation tends to ∞) or value iteration (if we just use one update for
evaluation).
Value and policy iteration belongs to a family of methods called Dynamic Program-
ming. The two main weaknesses of Dynamic Programming is that we need to know the
dynamics of the system, p(St+1|St, At), to compute expectations and that it suffers from
Curse of Dimensionality because the number of possible states action pairs scale expo-
nentially with the number of variables that define states and actions [33]. Reinforcement
Learning estimates the values from experience, thus, it is able to solve these problems
without the transition probabilities.
Before we start to dive into the subject we need to make a distinction of two families
of Reinforcement Learning algorithms:
6
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1. Model Free Reinforcement Learning where you estimate a value function or
policy from experience.
2. Model Based Reinforcement Learning where you estimate the dynamics of the
system from experience and use them to obtain the desired policy.
The full classification of the different families of Reinforcement Learning can be found
below:
Figure 2: Reinforcement Learning classification. Both Model Based and Model Free have
their own subclassifications which are explained in this chapter.
2.2 Model Free Reinforcement Learning
Model free methods are the families of methods that do not know the environment tran-
sition probabilities beforehand nor they try to estimate it.
They are divided depending on how the optimal policy is obtained:
1. Value function methods: which use vpi(s) and qpi(s, a) in order to estimate the
optimal policy.
2. Policy gradient: which estimate the optimal policy using the definition of return
as a cost function and gradient ascend to find it.
3. Actor Critic methods: which is a combination of both.
2.2.1 Value function methods
Consider a tuple formed by the states, actions, rewards and next states taken in an envi-
ronment, what is known by a trajectory, τ = (S0, A0, S1, R1, ..., ST−1, AT−1, ST , RT ). As
explained, Reinforcement Learning uses value iteration (composed with policy prediction
and policy improvement) to solve the problem:
7
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1. Prediction: the prediction of the value of a state takes the form:
v(St) = v(St) + α(f(τ)− v(St)) (18)
If f(τ) = G(τ) (where G(τ) is the return from trajectory τ) we will be minimising
the difference between v(St) and long term return and it will eventually converge to
the real G(τ). These are called Monte Carlo (MC) methods and use full trajec-
tories to obtain the value of v(St).
Instead if f(τ) = Rt+1 + v(St+1) (where Rt+1 and v(St+1) come from one step from
the trajectory) and we update the value function after each timestep we will be
minimising what is called Temporal Difference error Rt+1 + v(St+1) − v(St).
The prediction is updated after each action (i.e. online) and is based on the value
function of the timestep before. This family of methods are called Temporal Dif-
ference (TD) methods.
An intermediate step between TD and MC are the TD(n) methods which take into
account n steps into the future instead of one step or the full trajectory. In our case
we will focus on TD(0), as we want an online algorithm which can be used with ease.
Both Temporal Difference learning and Monte Carlo are proved to converge to
vpi [33].
2. Improvement: The policy is updated taking into account equation (9): you choose
a new policy that maximizes the Q-values for all states. The main problem of always
greedily choosing a new policy ( i.e. choosing the policy that holds the maximum
Q-values which is called exploiting) is that if many of state-action pairs are not
visited the agent may end in a local minima because it does not know the rewards
received of taking actions in those unknown states and will just go to the best known
states.
That is why sometimes the agent may take an action that is not the maximum of the
current Q-values in order to visit unexplored situations, also known as exploration.
For example, for discrete policies -greedy exploration technique can be used:
pi(a|s) =
{
arg maxa′ q(s, a
′), if  < random(0, 1)
random action, otherwise
(19)
The question of, for a given state is better to explore or follow the greedy option
is called exploitation-exploration dilemma and is one of the main problems of
Reinforcement Learning.
8
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An important distinction of model free algorithms are the ones that update taking
into account the policy that they are following, called on-policy, or the ones that can
update taking into account other policies that are not their own, called off-policy.
One of the most used TD(0) off-policy algorithms is Q-learning [35]. Q-learning up-
date rule is based on estimating directly q∗(s, a) as shown in equation (17):
q(s, a) = q(s, a) + α(r + γmax
a′
(q(s′, a′))− q(s, a)) (20)
Where s is the state from the last time step, s′ is the obtained state after taking an
action, a, using the current policy and a′ is selected using the max over the Q-values. As
the action, a′, selected for the update is the one that maximizes the Q-value, instead of
the action selected by the current policy (that includes exploratory actions), we say that
it is an off-policy algorithm.
The parameter α is the learning rate (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) which controls how fast the Q-
values change from one update to another. It has been shown that the values of α need
the following properties for convergence:
∑∞
t=1 αt =∞ and
∑∞
t=1 α
2
t <∞ but in practice
a constant α is used.
Up to this point we have considered Q-values represented as a table. As the number of
states and actions increase, the Curse of dimensionality starts to affect the performance
of traditional Reinforcement Learning methods. To visit all of the states and actions in
a tractable time and store the Q-values into the memory becomes impossible. That is
the reason that a function that approximates vpi(s) and/or qpi(s, a) is used. Consider a
function q̂(s, a, w) with a weight vector w that approximates the value of q(s, a).
q̂(s, a, w) ' q(s, a) (21)
The function approximator can take many forms such as a simple linear regression or
decision trees but in our case we will focus on neural networks as recent work in Rein-
forcement Learning has shown its powerful usage [23] [30].
With neural networks the natural extension of Q-learning is Deep Q-learning (DQN)
presented in [23]. In the case of DQN, the neural network will be trained in a supervised
way trying to minimise the difference between the prediction of the neural network and
the true value of the Q-value.
L(w) = (yi − q̂(s, a, w))2 (22)
Where yi is the target, the real value of qpi(s, a) with parameters in update i, that is
estimated using Bellman equation (same target as used in traditional Q-learning):
yi = r + γmax
a′
(q̂(s′, a′, wi−1)) (23)
A few tricks are used for DQN be able to obtain an optimal value and converge faster.
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• Replay buffer, D. A memory buffer is used to store recently experienced tuple
sequences of state, action, reward, next state (i.e. (s, a, r, s′)). The memory buffer
was first introduced in [22] as replay buffer. At training time they are sampled
randomly in mini-batches of small size.
L(w) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[
(yi(w)− q̂(s, a, w))2
]
(24)
The act of training the neural network with samples from the replay buffer is called
experience replay. As Mnih et al. in [23] puts, this has two advantages. First, a
tuple (s, a, r, s′) can be used more than once as the samples are randomly sampled
hence more data efficiency. Second, there is a high correlation between consecutive
steps in the environment as they will be taken from similar points in the state
action space. Sampling randomly implies that two tuples in the same mini-batch
will probably be far apart in the action state space breaking the correlation thus
making the neural network more robust.
Algorithms that use replay buffer are off-policy because samples from previous iter-
ations of the current policy may be used for the update.
• Target network with weights w′. In order to not make the target, yi(w), dependant
on the same parameters as q(s, a, w), a separate network is used to compute the loss
and every x steps w′ and w are copied or averaged. This has an advantage that the
target does not change after every update making the learning more stable. The
equation for the loss becomes:
L(w,w′) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[
(yi(w
′)− q̂(s, a, w))2] (25)
2.2.2 Policy Gradient methods
Policy gradient methods is a family of algorithms that represent the policy as a probability
distribution defined by some weights, w, pi(a|s, w) = Pw[a|s, w]. These methods take into
account the maximization of the objective of Reinforcement Learning, the return:
J(w) = Epi(Gt|w) (26)
Instead of using value functions, policy gradient methods directly increase the prob-
ability of actions that give more long term reward in the given state. The maximization
of such objective can be done with gradient ascend on the weights, w i.e:
w = w + α∇wJ(w) (27)
Where α is the learning rate as usual of such optimization methods and ∇wJ(w) is
the gradient of the objective function w.r.t. the weights, w. Sutton et al. [33] proved an
expression for ∇J(w) for stochastic policies in what is called policy gradient theorem:
∇wJ(w) = 1
C
∑
s
µ(s)
∑
a
[qpi(s, a)∇pi(a|s, w)] (28)
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Where µ(s) is the time spent visiting each state, s, called on-policy distribution
and C is the length of a trajectory we consider to do the gradient . If states (s), and
actions (a), follow a trajectory τ ∼ (St, At, Rt+1, St+1, At+1, ...) taken by the policy and
considering that qpi(s, a) = [Gt|St, At] we can use an expectation to obtain:
∇wJ(w) = Eτ∼pi [Gt∇pi(At|St, w)] (29)
REINFORCE [36] was one of the first policy gradient algorithms and used this expres-
sion to calculate the gradients of the objective function from sample trajectories. This
expression has the policy gradients main idea: if the return is high the action probabil-
ities from this trajectory will be increased. In order to make it more stable, instead of
taking the return directly, we can use a difference between the return and a baseline, b.
REINFORCE with baseline considers a baseline that is the mean of all returns from all
trajectories seen so far:
∇wJ(w) = Eτ∼pi[(Gt − b)∇pi(At|St, w)] (30)
While REINFORCE works well in some domains, there is a problem with assigning
reward to trajectories: you do not know which actions in those trajectories are the ones
that make them outperform (a problem of credit assignment).
2.2.3 Actor critic methods
Following the policy gradient theorem, many algorithms include a baseline b(s, a) that
may depend on the state and/or action. This baseline can be substituted by value func-
tions or action value functions and even be parametrized. Actor Critic algorithms have the
same idea than policy gradient methods: they have a set of weights w1 that parametrize
the policy pi(w1) (in what is called the actor) but also use another set of parameters w2
to approximate qpi(s, a) (in what is called the critic).
The most common baseline used by actor critic methods is the advantage function:
Advpi(s, a) = qpi(s, a) − vpi(s) which compares the expected value following the policy
against the expected value of taking an action (that can be different from the one selected
by the policy) and then following the policy.
Two of the most common methods for on-policy actor critic are Trust Region Policy
Optimization (TRPO) [28] and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [29] that
set constraints when updating weights in order to not change drastically the policy after
each update hence making a more stable method. While this kind of algorithms usually
achieve the optimal behaviour they need many iterations to arrive to it.
An interesting actor critic algorithm that follows a different path is Deep Determin-
istic Policy Gradient. In [31] Silver et al. proved a version of policy gradient theorem
for deterministic policies and introduced an algorithm Deterministic Policy Gradi-
ent (DPG) which could work in an off-policy way. Lillicrap et al. introduced in [21],
a modified version of DPG with neural networks as function approximators inspired in
11
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the success of DQN for discrete action spaces. This modified version was called Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG).
DDPG learns a policy that is deterministic using experience replay becoming an off-
policy algorithm. As it learns a deterministic policy, exploration is encouraged adding
noise while training. Additionally, the update of the target network is produced with a
weighted average between the last weights of the target and the original network, called
polyak averaging with parameter ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1). ρ close to 1 adds more weight to the
target network while close to 0 adds more weight to the online network.
When a batch is sampled from the experience replay, two equations are used to update
the actor and the critic. The equation for the critic is similar to the one for DQN as in
equation (22) except a slight difference, in value iteration the max function is used to
obtain better policies. In the case of continuous action spaces, max is too costly to
compute, so instead, the value computed from the target actor is used, pi(a′, w′pi). The
actor works as a approximate maximum because it is trained to maximise q(s, a). The
final equation is:
L(w) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼D
[
(yi − q̂(s, a, wq))2
]
(31)
where yi = r + (q(s
′, pi(a′, w′pi), w
′
q)
The gradient showed by Silver et al. [31] is used to update the actor. Consider w′q and
wq for the target and online networks respectively for the Q-values and w
′
pi and wpi for the
policy network, the deterministic policy gradient is:
∇wpiJ '
∑
i
∇aq̂(s, a, wq)
∣∣∣
s=si,a=pi(si)
∇wpipi(s, wpi)
∣∣∣
s=si
(32)
Which is used to update the actor with gradient ascend. Each update of DDPG can
be seen as the general rule for value evaluation: prediction (when we update the critic)
and improvement (when we update the actor).
A modified version of DDPG was introduced with Twin Delayed Deep Determin-
istic Policy Gradient (TD3) [9]. It uses three modifications in order to outperform
the original DDPG.
1. A recurrent problem from Q-values is that they are usually overestimated [9]. For
that, two networks that only differ in weight initialization and the batch sampling,
are used to estimate the Q-values. When the Q-values are needed to compute the
loss, the minimum of both networks is used. This is why it has the word twin on
the name.
2. The policy is updated at half the speed than the Q-values. This is why it has the
word delayed on the name.
3. Noise is added into the actions to calculate the target Q-value.
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While DDPG (and TD3) is regarded as one of the best model free algorithms for
continuous action spaces, it extremely depends on initialization of weights, it can end in
local minima and you have to massively tune the hyperparameters to obtain the optimal
behaviour.
2.2.4 Maximum Entropy Reinforcement Learning and Soft Actor Critic
Maximum Entropy Reinforcement Learning modifies the Reinforcement Learning frame-
work adding an entropy term to the problem. In maximum entropy Reinforcement Learn-
ing, we are interested in calculating the entropy of the policy itself which is given by the
following expression:
H(pi(·|s)) = −
∑
a∼pi
P (a)logP (a) = −Ea∼pi [logP (a)] (33)
Equation (33) achieves maximum value if the policy follows an uniform distribution
(i.e. random policy). Maximum entropy Reinforcement Learning modifies the original
objective in order to introduce the entropy, becoming a trade off between return and
maximum entropy:
JMaxEnt(w) = E(s,a)∼pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtRt+1 + βH(pi(·|s))
]
(34)
β is called temperature parameter (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) and determines the strength of the
entropy on the Reinforcement Learning problem. Value functions are changed to take
into account the entropy and are called soft value functions:
qsoftpi (s, a) = E(Si+1,Ai+1,...)∼pi
[
Rt+1 +
∞∑
i=t+1
γi(Ri+1 − β log pi(Ai|Si))
∣∣∣Si = s, Ai = a] (35)
vsoftpi (s) = E(Si+1,...)∼pi
[ ∞∑
i=t
γi [Ri+1 − β log pi(Ai|Si)]
∣∣∣Si = s]
= Ea∼pi
[
qsoftpi (Si, a)− β log pi(a|Si)
∣∣∣Si = s] (36)
As the objective now has an entropy term, the policies created with such have increased
exploration capabilities and make algorithms more robust to the change of hyperparam-
eters.
Soft Actor Critic [11] uses neural to approximate the soft value functions q̂softpi (s, a, w1,1)
and v̂softpi (s, w2) and the policy pi(a|s, w3). An additional neural network for q̂soft,pi(s, a, w1,2)
is used in order to achieve faster convergence based on the trick of Twin Delayed Deep
13
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Deterministic Policy Gradient (TD3). Additionally, as seen in equation (36), having the
soft Q-value let’s you compute the soft state value but the authors obtain increased sta-
bility if it is approximated with a neural network.
The learning is done off-policy sampling from an experience replay. The approximation
of value function use target networks (denoted by the symbol ′) and are updated using
polyak average. The Q-values are learned minimizing the error of what the neural network
is predicting to what the soft Bellman equation (which is the Bellman equation for soft
value functions) for soft Q-values computes i.e:
L(w1,k) = ED∼(s,a,r,s′)
[
(yi − q̂soft(s, a, w1,k))2
]
(37)
yi = r + γv̂soft(s
′, w′2)
The soft state value is computed comparing v̂softpi (s, w2) and what it should learn from
equation (36). The expectation from the right hand side of the equation is removed and
instead an action is sampled from the policy. As with TD3 the estimation of q̂soft is
calculated from two different networks and the minimum of both is selected.
L(w2) = ED∼(s,a,r,s′)
[
(yi − v̂soft(s, a, w2))2
]
(38)
yi = min
k
q̂soft(s, a
′, w1,k)− αlogpi(a′|s), a′ ∼ pi(a|s, w3)
Finally, the policy is learned by taking the actions that maximizes the long term return
(and in case of Maximum Entropy Reinforcement Learning, the entropy) i.e. v̂softpi (s, w2).
To do that we can use the expression in (36) but we run into a problem, we need to
sample an action from the policy while at the same time we try to optimize it. To solve
this, reparametrization trick is used: actions are sampled with a deterministic function
dependant on the state plus some noise (following a distribution N ), a ∼ f(s, ξ). Then,
we can make the expression found on (36) not dependant on the actions of the policy
which we are trying to update.
Ea∼pi
[
qsoftpi (s, a)− βlogpi(a|s)] ∼ Eξ∼N [qsoftpi (s, f(s, ξ))− βlogpi(f(s, ξ))
]
(39)
Then the final loss:
L(w3) = Eξ∼N
[
minkq
soft
pi (s, f(s, ξ), w1,k)− βlogpi(f(s, ξ))
]
(40)
Soft actor critic improved objective led to a new state of the art for model free Rein-
forcement Learning. Many robotics environments where tested and it surpassed previous
state of the art algorithms such as DDPG or TD3 in most of them. The full pseudocode
can be found below:
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Algorithm 1 Soft Actor Critic [11]
1: Initialize weights for qsoft, vsoft and pi: w1,1, w1,2, w2, w3
2: Initialize replay memory D and target networks
3: for each iteration do
4: Initialize s from the environment
5: for step do:
6: Choose a according to the policy: a ∼ pi(a|s, w3)
7: Execute a in the environment and observe s′ and r.
8: Append the tuple (s,a,s’,r) in the replay memory, D.
9: for number of updates required do
10: w1 = w1 −∇J(w1)
11: w2,k = w2,k −∇J(w2,k) for k = 1,2
12: w3 = w3 −∇J(w3)
2.2.5 Model Free problems: sample efficiency and sparse rewards
Model Free Reinforcement Learning tasks require a high number of samples to suc-
cessfully solve complex tasks. For example, the solution of DQN for Atari games
required millions of interactions with the environment to achieve optimal results [23].
Achieving less sample complexity will help bring practical applications such as robotics
to the real world and make the learning more similar to the human learning process.
On-policy and Off-policy methods have different sample efficiency. On-policy algo-
rithms are said to have poor sample efficiency because, after an interaction with the
environment is used to updated the policy, it is discarded. Instead, off-policy algorithms
can use more than once a same sample as they are sampled from the memory replay
randomly at training time. Not only that but it has been shown time after time that
off-policy algorithms perform better than on-policy algorithms in that they require less
samples to obtain the optimal result [21] [23] [11]. Despite this off-policy algorithms are
less stable than their counterparts, they may get very different results depending on the
seed (because they end in an local minimum or because they diverge) and they require
extensive hyperparameter search to work well. Soft actor critic [11] is a model free algo-
rithm which tackles their weaknesses, trying to solve the stability problem of off-policy
algorithms with the maximum entropy framework.
• On-policy: less sample efficient, more stable, less hyperparameter search.
• Off-policy: more sample efficient, less stable, more hyperparameter search.
The problem of sample efficiency is addressed by Model Based Reinforcement Learn-
ing using the samples even more than in off-policy Model Free Reinforcement Learning.
Many reinforcement learning problems assign to an agent meaningful reward after
each action. For example consider the famous example of pendulum environment [25].
The problem consists in a pendulum and an agent that can exert a force to make it stay
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upright. At each timestep, the agent receives a reward depending on the angle distance
between his actual point to the objective point (being upright), which then it can use to
learn the optimal policy. Instead the same problem could be formulated giving a reward
of 1 if it arrives to the objective and 0 otherwise. In complex tasks this can make the
Reinforcement Learning agent not to learn anything. The agent may not be able to arrive
to the objective without modifying the initial policy and as it has not received any reward
different than 0, it is not able to modify it. The rewards that are almost never meaningful
are called sparse rewards.
The problem of sparse rewards will be addressed by Hindsight Experience Replay.
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2.3 Hindsight Experience Replay
Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [1] tries to address one of the major problems in
Reinforcement Learning, sparse rewards. To explain HER we first need to talk about
universal value function approximators [27].
Universal value function V (s, g) are a modified version of value functions which in-
dicate the expected reward of being in state s and having goal g. In other words, how
good is the expected return depending on the goal the agent has. This can be useful in
problems where a different set of goals have to be solved. Universal value function can
be further expanded with function approximation. Universal value function approx-
imators (UVFA) use an approximator such a neural network to parametrize the Q and
V functions in the goal and state space i.e.
V (s, g) ' Vˆ (s, g) (41)
HER takes the idea of UVFA and uses it to learn in a problem with sparse rewards.
Consider an environment with a) a desired goal gd, b) sparse rewards i.e. if d(s, gd) <
 r = 1 else r = 0 (where d(a, b) is distance between a and b and  is an scalar close to
0 to accept a small error) and c) to achieve the goal is not trivial. In most of these kind
of problems the agent is not able to solve the environment (arriving to gd) while taking
random actions and hence, the reward received will be the same for all timesteps meaning
that there will be no meaningful signal from which it can learn.
HER works by extending the idea of experience replay. For every episode the usual
state, action, reward, next state are appended to the memory buffer, but with one differ-
ence: the state and goal are concatenated i.e. (s||gd, a, r, s′||gd) is appended to the replay
buffer where s||gd denotes the concatenation of the state with the current goal. Then a
set of additional goals are sampled (g′) according to a strategy S and rewards are com-
puted as if they were the original goals (rg), then those new transitions (s||g′, a, rg, s′||g′)
are appended to the replay memory. Thanks to this the agent is able to see meaningful
rewards for every episode as it will always reach the synthetic goal.
With this method, impressively nonetheless, the agent is able to generalise between
goals and according to [1] it can achieve the original goal even if it has never seen it. As
HER only works with replay memory, it only will work with off-policy algorithms. To
sample the additional goals, g′, different sampling strategies, S, are considered.
• Final: there is only one sampled goal and is the one where the episode ends.
• Random: the goals are randomly sampled across all the visited states over all
training time.
• Episode: the goals are randomly sampled across all visited states in that episode.
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• Future: the goals are randomly sampled across all visited states in that episode
that come after current one.
All of these sampling strategies were tested on robotic tasks with sparse rewards on the
physics simulator MUJOCO [34]. The chosen off-policy algorithm to test HER is DDPG.
While DDPG is not able to achieve the objective after many iterations the combination
of DDPG with HER is. In addition among all the sampling strategies, episode and future
are the ones that reported better results. The full pseudocode can be found below:
Algorithm 2 Hindsight Experience Replay [1]
1: Given: an off-policy RL algorithm A, a strategy for sampling goals S, and a reward
function dependant on goals r(s, a, g)
2: Initialize replay memory D
3: Initialize A
4: for each episode do
5: Initialize s from the environment and desired goal gd
6: for each step in the episode do:
7: Choose a from A a = pi(s||gd)
8: Execute action in environment and observe s’
9: s = s′
10: for each step taken in the episode do:
11: r = r(st, at, gd)
12: Store tuple (s||gd, at, rt, st+1||gd) in replay memory, R
13: Sample a set of additional goals from S for replay G.
14: for g′ ∈ G do:
15: r′ = r(st, at, g′)
16: Store tuple (s||g′, at, rt, st+1||g′) in replay memory, R
17: for for update = 1, N do
18: sample a minibatch from the replay buffer
19: Perform a gradient descent step on the minibatch
18
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2.4 Model Based Reinforcement Learning
Model based Reinforcement learning focuses on learning a function f(s, a) : S x A →
S x R, which models the environment dynamics. The function is an estimation of the
next state, s′, and in some cases the reward3, r, given the initial state, s, and action, a:
f(s, a) ' (s′, r′). The learned dynamics only predict an state from the previous state as
we are working with Markov Decision Processes, although in some cases such as in [10]
additional previous states are used for prediction.
The dynamics are learned with supervised learning procedures, a dataset of inter-
actions with the environment is initially obtained (s, a, r, s′), and then with a function
approximator such as a neural network, f(s, a) is learned. The learned function is some-
times called virtual environment or world model as it mimics the real environment
approximately.
Three areas of Model Based Reinforcement Learning can be seen across the literature4.
1. Planning style methods where given a state s, you sample different trajectories
from that state into the future and select the actions that give maximum return.
2. Gradient based methods. In gradient based methods the model is used as an ap-
proximation to real dynamics to calculate the true gradients from the Reinforcement
Learning objective.
3. Imagined data methods. In this kind of methods you interact with the world
model as if it were a real model and obtain more data to update the policy. In our
case we will focus on this kind of methods.
2.4.1 Planning style methods
Planning is an online algorithm, given a learned model f(s, a) and an state s, you compute
N trajectories, τ , up to a wanted horizon T, and obtain the given return G. After finishing
you select the actions with τ = arg maxτ G(τ)
3Depending on the problem you will want to learn the reward in addition to the next state but in our
case we will focus on only the state.
4Sutton and Barto [33] classifies Model Based Reinforcement Learning (which they call planning)
into background planning (where gradient and imagined data would be) and decision-time (which is the
one that we call planning style methods). Recent literature does not use this terminology and we have
adopted such [7] [20].
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Figure 3: Planning methods.
Usually in order to obtain better results, only the first action of the chosen trajectory
is chosen and for the following state the trajectory sampling is computed again. When
only the first action is chosen this kind of algorithms are usually called Model Predic-
tive Control.
A recent example of this family of methods can be seen in [24] where Nagabandi et
al. used Model Predictive Control to sample optimal actions from imagined trajecto-
ries which then were used via imitation learning to initialize a policy for a Model Free
method. Another example can be found in Probabilistic Ensemble with Trajectory
Sampling (PETS) [4] where they use a collection of probabilistic neural networks to
model the environment’s stochasticity and then sample the desired trajectories.
In visual tasks, planning methods had a big success with PlaNet (deep planning
network) algorithm [12]. This algorithm encodes the visual space into a lower dimen-
sional space and then plans on it leading to impressive results.
2.4.2 Gradient based methods
Gradient based methods use the model dynamics to compute the gradient over long hori-
zons analytically with techniques such as backpropagation and use them to improve
the policy. Consider an imagined trajectory, τ = (s0, a0, r0, ..., sT , aT , rT ). After finishing
the trajectory and receiving a reward signal the gradient of the Reinforcement Learning
objective function J(θ) with respect to θ can be computed thanks to the Bellman equa-
tion (6). In order to obtain this gradient analytically you need to obtain the transition
probabilities. Those transition probabilities are estimated using the model.
Figure 4: Gradient based methods. Over an imagined trajectory they are able to compute
the gradient analytically.
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An example of gradient based methods is PILCO (probabilistic inference for
learning and control) which use Gaussian processes to build the model with which an
analytical backpropagation can be computed. The main issue from this research is that
Gaussian processes do not work well with high dimensional action state spaces.
Another example can be found in [13]. Stochastic Value Gradients (SVG) which,
as PILCO, learn stochastic dynamics but with neural networks. SVG(∞) uses the model
to calculate the gradient of real trajectories i.e. after each episode the Bellman equa-
tion is computed using as the transition probability, p(St+1|St, At), the learned dynamics
function.
2.4.3 Imagined data methods
Imagined data algorithms use the data obtained in the real environment to build a model
than then will be used to obtain more data. Depending on the algorithm the data gathered
in the real environment is also used to improve the policy.
Figure 5: Imagined data Model Based Reinforcement Learning. Depending on the algo-
rithm the arrow that train a policy/value function from the real environment is deleted.
In recent literature this kind of methods are often called Dyna-Q style algorithms.
Dyna-Q [32] is perhaps one of the oldest model based algorithms. The basic idea is to
combine table based Q-learning with learning a model. The process is the following: 1)
gather a tuple (s, a, r, s′) inside the real world, 2) create a model f(s, a) and 3) obtain
n tuples (s, a, r, s′) from imagined trajectories. Both real and imagined tuples are used
after each interaction to train Q-learning and the three steps are repeated until the desired
performance is achieved. In [32] the imagined data helped table based Q-learning achieve
faster convergence.
Recent work such as Model Ensemble Trust Region Policy (ME-TRPO) [19] Optimiza-
tion uses an ensemble of models to fight against model bias and erroneous predictions with
an on-policy algorithm. Model Based via Meta Policy Optimization (MB-MPO) [5] uses
also an ensemble of models but an additional step of meta learning is used to obtain a
policy robust to all models in the model ensemble. Two on-policy algorithms are used for
MB-MPO. MB-MPO is based on the meta learning framework for Reinforcement Learn-
ing that learns a policy that is able to adapt to different tasks easly [8]. Both ME-TRPO
and MB-MPO are used in MUJOCO tasks. In our case we use ME-TRPO as a starting
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point to use off-policy algorithms due to its simplicity and robustness.
In the visual domain some new methods have been applied succesfully. In World Mod-
els [10] a three part system was used to complete a driving task from a videogame-like
environment: 1) the visual part formed by a variational autoencoder [18] that reduced the
dimensionality of the image input, 2) a memory formed by a long short term memory [16]
used in predicting future states and 3) a controller (policy) formed by a 2 layer neural
network trained using evolution strategies. In Model Based Reinforcement Learning for
Atari [17] the results from DQN [23] on Atari environments are improved. The model
of the environment is represented as a complex neural network (a mix of convolutional
layers, feed forward layers and long short term memory) combined with an on-policy re-
inforcement algorithm, PPO to obtain the policy. This method improved the results from
current model free methods on atari (DQN, Rainbow [14], PPO). The impressive results
in World models and Model Based for Atari are achieved, in part, thanks to the use of
latent representations of the dynamics (as images have an enormous space state) but as
we will use MUJOCO tasks our state vector will be of the order of 101 − 102 values and
as consequence we do no need to use such methods. In addition to this, it could be that
to predict the transition from an image to the next one (it may be that just a few pixels
vary) may be easier than the prediction of complex robotic dynamics.
Model Based Reinforcement Learning is considered more sample efficient than Model
Free Reinforcement Learning because it can use the model of the environment to sample
enormous quantities of data and it can use the real data to both train the policy and train
the model. Despite this, Model Based Reinforcement Learning still has not reached the
performance of their Model Free counterparts.
2.4.4 Problems of World Models
The promise of Model Based Reinforcement learning is hindered by a set of problems that
affect their potential performance.
The model, f(s, a), is an approximation of the real environment. This makes that ev-
ery time that you take an imagined step in this world model, an error is being introduced
into the policy. If we use the model to predict trajectories over long horizons the error
propagates and can get out of hand.
In addition, the error increases on the zones where you have no data of. Let’s consider
a model built by exploring an environment with a dataset gathered from a certain policy.
If the policy is improved inside the world model and explores areas far apart from the
dataset distribution of states, the error will increase greatly.
A problem related to the ideas mentioned is model bias. Kurutach et al., in [19],
noticed that policies tend to concentrate on regions where less data is available leading to
faulty policies. One of the possible reasons is that, in inaccurate regions, the rewards can
be overestimated, leading to the policy ending in those fake optima. This issue is called
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model bias or model overfitting.
Recently a benchmark for Model Based Reinforcement Learning algorithms [20] tested
the different methods available. They found that virtual data methods often do not arrive
at the same optima as their Model Free counterparts. This may be because the problems
we have mentioned in this section. In particular SAC and TD3 improved over ME-TRPO
and similar methods in most of the environments.
2.4.5 Model Ensemble Trust Region Policy Optimization
Model Ensemble Trust Region Policy Optimization tries to learn robusts models in order
to avoid model bias.
1. First, an stable on-policy algorithm is used: Trust Region Policy Optimization.
Trust Region Policy Optimization [28] makes sure that when the policy is updated
the new policy is not far away from the old policy in the parameter space.
2. Second, virtual models compute ∆s instead of s i.e. f(s, a) ' ∆s. This is inspired
by Nagabandi et al. [24] in which it is argued that calculating the difference between
states leads to better results.
3. Third, instead of using one model, K models are used, where each model only differs
from the others in the initial neural network weights and how the data is fed into
the training procedure.
When the policy executes an action inside the virtual world, a model from the
ensemble is sampled randomly and the next ∆s is computed using that model. This
makes the process not to overfit to one specific model, avoiding the model bias
problem.
Each model is trained from a dataset D, gathered from the real environment. When
training the dataset is divided in training and validation Dt, Dv and when the
accuracy from the validation set does not increase after a certain number of epochs
the learning is stopped.
4. Finally, validation is used when learning the policy inside the world model in order
to know if our policy still improves in most of the models in the ensemble. The
validation method is comparing the return of a few episodes from the last update
policy against the current one in each of the models.
[ 1
K
K∑
k=1
1(Gk,new > Gk,old)
]
> Th (42)
If this inequality holds we continue training. This will allow us gather more real
data when our policy is not improving in enough models. In other words, if there
is only a few models where it is improving it is biased on those models, it should
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improve on most of them hence we go back to the real world. Usually this threshold
is kept between 0.3 and 0.7 depending on the environment.
ME-TRPO focuses on learning only the next state and not the reward in environments
where the reward can be predicted directly as a function of the state. This is good for us
as for HER we will be using sparse rewards and the reward will be the distance between
goal and current state.
Algorithm 3 ME-TRPO [19]
1: Initialize a policy piθ and all models fφ1 , ..., fφK .
2: Initialize a dataset D.
3: for each episode do
4: Collect samples from the real environment with piθ and add them to D.
5: Separate dataset into training and validation Dt, Dv
6: Train all models using Dt until the validation accuracy on Dv stops improving.
7: while performance of policy in the models improves do
8: Sample an initial state from saved initial states from the real environment, s.
9: for 0,max steps-1 do:
10: Choose an action, a, according to the policy, piθ.
11: Act on a model chosen at random [fφk ]
K
k=1 and observe s’, r
12: if terminal break.
13: s=s’
14: Every C1 steps: update policy using TRPO on the fictitious samples.
15: Every C2 steps: validate the models comparing old and new policies.
This algorithm works well for MUJOCO tasks as it surpasses the sample efficiency of
on-policy Model Free algorithms such as TRPO and even some off-policy such as DDPG
in some environments. This algorithm will be our starting point when creating a off-policy
model based system for sparse rewards.
Despite the good results reported, in Benchmarking Model Based [20], some late model
free methods such as TD3 and SAC usually surpass ME-TRPO probably because they
are off-policy that use experience replay and are more sample efficient than TRPO.
As we stated before one contribution of this work will be to combine off-policy methods
with Model Based methods to have the best of before.
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3 Integrating HER and Model RL
In this section we will explain how we have integrated Hindsight Experience Replay and
Model Based Reinforcement Learning. Our idea is to find an algorithm a) works with
sparse rewards and b) is sample efficient. Additionally, we would like to work in a robotic
environment showing that this can have an applications in the real world.
For sparse reward we have chosen HER due to its efficiency on tackling problems of
such kind.
To be sample efficient we will focus on Model Based Reinforcement Learning and off-
policy methods because both are the ones that use samples more than one time to train.
The mix of off-policy plus Model Based is, possibly, one of the ways in which a sample
can be used the most.
For off-policy algorithms we have chosen SAC due to its stability compared to other
off-policy algorithms. For Model Based Reinforcement Learning we have chosen ME-
TRPO changing TRPO for SAC and becoming what we call Model Ensemble Soft
Actor Critic, ME-SAC, due to its simplicity for implementation and its good results
in robotic environments.
One important point to note is that even if we would had wanted to use an on-policy
algorithm it could not have been possible due that HER needs an off-policy algorithm to
work as it uses Experience Replay.
The prerequisites of implementing ME-SAC and ME-SAC with HER is to implement
SAC with HER. To do this we just adapt the algorithm to HER following its pseudocode
in (2) to be able to use SAC. To the best of our knowledge when we started this project
there was no implementation that we could find about SAC with HER. Despite this, after
some time we could find some implementation such as the one in [15].
In section 3.1 we will explain how we have implemented ME-TRPO with SAC. In 3.2
we will mix this implementation with HER.
3.1 Model Based Reinforcement Learning for off-policy algo-
rithms
Model Based Reinforcement Learning with off-policy algorithms have yet to be explored
according to Benchmarking Model-Based Reinforcement Learning [20]. We have imple-
mented Model Ensemble with Soft Actor Critic in a straightforward way, where TRPO
was used, it was changed for SAC. Albeit, some changes are considered:
• We will be updating online SAC i.e. ME-TRPO updates after recollecting 50000
samples. Instead, after every interaction with the environment, we will be updating
SAC sampling a minibatch from the memory.
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• As off-policy algorithms are more unstable than on-policy ones we have put in a
rule set to control stability. After every iteration in the world model we do a simple
check, consider piold as the policy before updating in the world model and pinew the
policy after sampling imagined data.
pinew =
{
pinew if (Gk,pinew > Gk,piold)
piold otherwise
(43)
This is basically a check that the new policy after the world models is better than
the old one in case of catastrophic forgetting.
• We try getting data from the virtual world only and also mixing virtual and real
world data.
• In case of mixing real and virtual data the memory replay from off-policy methods
will be divided in two. One for the imagined world and one for the real world.
One key difference between TRPO and SAC is that TRPO discards the data after
being used while SAC does not. Due to that SAC may have data from previous models
mixed with data from current models.
In addition an important hyperparameter that we will have to take into account is
when to do the policy validation inside each model. ME-TRPO checks every 5 updates
of 50000 virtual samples each but as off-policy are less stable and usually improve faster
we expect for our models to enter to inaccurate predicted zones with ease. We will call
this parameter, C2, checkpoint.
Apart from these points the implementation is the same as ME-TRPO in algorithm
(3). The merge of SAC with ME-TRPO will be called ME-SAC as we will have a Model
Ensemble with Soft Actor Critic. The full process is as following:
1. Gather data in the real world with SAC policy and put the samples inside a dataset,
D. Train the policy with real world data if the mixing is enabled, this last step is
not done in ME-TRPO.
2. Separate the dataset into training, Dt and validation, Dv. Train K models until
the validation data accuracy does not increase after 5 consecutive steps. Every
validation check is done after 5 epochs. The training is done to predict ∆s and
the reward is computed from the new state and action by a formula given by the
environment. We have normalized the data with mean and standard deviation.
3. Gather data inside the virtual world. Update once per step with the desired batch
size. If the policy does not improve in enough models after 5 checks return to the
real world as in (42). The threshold of models is set to 0.3. For ME-TRPO the
checks are done every 5 updates of 50000 interactions. In our case we will use this
as an hyperparameter.
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4. In addition if the final policy is not better than the old policy, return the old policy.
5. Repeat until good performance
Algorithm 4 ME-SAC with HER [1] [19]
1: Given: an off-policy RL algorithm A, a strategy for sampling goals S, and a reward
function dependant on goals r(s, a, g)
2: Initialize a policy piθ and all models fφ1 , ..., fφK . and a dataset D.
3: for each episode in the environment do
4: Initialize s from the environment and desired goal gd
5: for each step in the episode do:
6: a = pi(s||gd)
7: Act on the environment and observe r,s’
8: s = s′
9: Store tuple (s,a,r,s’) in the D for the model ensemble.
10: if terminal break.
11: if it is time to train models: then
12: Separate D into training and validation Dt, Dv
13: Train all models using Dt until the validation accuracy on Dv stops improving.
14: while performance of policy in the models improves do
15: Sample an initial state from the saved initial states from the real environment,
s.
16: for each step in the virtual episode do:
17: a = pi(s||gd).
18: Act on a model chosen at random [fφk ]
K
k=1 and observe r,s’
19: s=s’
20: for each step taken in the recent episode do:
21: r = r(st, at, gd)
22: Store tuple (s||gd, at, rt, st + 1||gd) in replay memory, R
23: Sample a set of additional goals from S for replay G.
24: for g′ ∈ G do:
25: r′ = r(st, at, g′)
26: Store tuple (s||g′, at, rt, st + 1||g′) in replay memory, R
27: for update = 1, N do
28: Sample a minibatch from the replay buffer
29: Perform a gradient descent step on the minibatch
30: Every C2 steps: validate the models comparing old and new policies.
3.2 How to integrate HER with Model Based Reinforcement
Learning
The final step of our project is to implement ME-SAC with HER. The implementation
of ME-SAC with HER will follow closely ME-SAC except for that after each episode (in
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the virtual world) we consider a new set of goals, G’, sampled with strategy S (which will
be future which is the one that has best performance). The memory of our agent will be
filled with imagined goals in the virtual world. From this the agent will sample tuples
(s‖g, a, r, s′‖g) and update according to it.
We hope that the agent is able to learn to reach the objective with only imagined
goals in the imagined environment.
The full algorithm can be found in (4).
3.3 Testing domains
For testing we have chosen 2 domains based on MUJOCO physics engine. Both these
environments can be accesed using OpenAI gym library [3].
The first one is HalfCheetah-v2. The goal of this environment consists on make
quadruped creature learn how to run as fast as possible. The state space consists of 17
continuous (s ∈ R) features that are based on the joints of the creature plus their velocity
status. The action space consist of 6 actions (a ∈ R) which result in applying acceleration
to the different joints of the creature. The reward is a sum of two parts: a control part
that is computed as −0.05 · a2, where a is the vector of actions, which penalizes the use
of high value actions (i.e. you do not want to use a lot of acceleration into the joints)
and a velocity part that is computed as the velocity which rewards the half cheetah into
moving as fast as possible.
The original Half Cheetah environment is not able to calculate the reward from the
state as the velocity does not form part of the observations and ME-SAC is not designed
to predict the reward in addition to the state, but to calculate the reward from the pre-
dicted state. To solve this we include an additional observation (making a total of 18
observations) that is the velocity to be able to calculate the reward from the state and
only predict ∆s (as in ME-TRPO) instead of ∆s and r.
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Figure 6: Modified Half Cheetah environment.
In this environment we will test ME-SAC. Then we will be able to extrapolate the
results to another environment with sparse rewards.
The second one is FetchReach-v1. In this one the goal is to teach a robotic hand
in 3 dimensions to grab an object. The state space is a vector of 10 dimensions (s ∈ R)
formed by the different joints of the robotic arm in each of the dimensions and its velocity
plus the position of the objective. The objective is formed by a 3D cartesian vector.
Actions are a 4 dimesion vector (a ∈ R) and apply acceleration to the different joints of
the arm. The reward is created in order to be sparse: it will only be 1 in the case that
the distance from the objective is less than a certain threshold (0.05 simulated units). In
this environment we will test if our implementation of SAC with HER works and if HER
can work with World Models.
Figure 7: Fetch and Reach environment, the red dot is the goal.
We have chosen these environments because they are widely used in the literature.
Specifically, Fetch and Reach (or its variants) for sparse rewards setting, is one of the few
environments that are build for this problem. Unfortunately as MUJOCO environment
require a license we were able to use only one computer to do the tests.
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4 Results
In this section, we will showcase the results obtained in the two introduced environments,
modified Half Cheetah and Fetch and Reach, for the three different algorithms we are
trying to implement: SAC + HER, ME-SAC and ME-SAC + HER. To start off we will
show a table with the different hyperparameters used for SAC.
β 0.1 Number of layers 2 Policy Gaussian
α 0.0003 Hidden size 256 units Batch size 256
γ 0.99 ρ 0.005 Target update interval 1
Table 1: SAC hyperparameters.
We use default hyperparameters for SAC with Half Cheetah found in [26]. As we can
see the entropy parameter, β, is kept to a low value of 0.1. The entropy parameter could
be automatically tuned but in our case we have decided to keep it constant as it has less
computational complexity. The number of layers and hidden size is the same for all neural
networks function approximators (the value function, the two action value functions and
the policy). The target is updated one time per online update and is averaged using ρ via
polyak averaging. The memory size is not mentioned because we will change it depending
on the environment we are learning from.
For the experiments we used a licensed physics simulator, MUJOCO, with a student
license. Unfortunately, as we only had one license we could not run the experiments on
a server with high computational capabilities. Instead we have used a personal computer
with a cpu i7-7500U 2.7 GHz with 12 GB DDR4 Memory. The experiments have been
done in the CPU for reproducibility purposes as GPU results changed between runs.
We have used open source implementations in Pytorch for PPO [2] and SAC in [26].
Some of the presented figures have been smoothed with an exponential smoothing for
clarity purposes. Consider the value of the result at an episode t given by xt then the
value shown in the figure is vt = sxt−(1−s)xt−1 for t > 0 where s is a smoothing constant .
Finally, one key issue we have had during the whole research process is timing. As we
only had one personal computer to experiment with we did not have as much time as we
would have liked to produce results. This was specially notable during the tests of world
models. Due to that, only two random seeds have been used in all the experiments.
4.1 SAC + HER
In this section, we will explain the results obtained with SAC with HER. As mentioned
in section 3 we will be using Fetch and Reach to test the combination of SAC and HER.
In this environment we have used a memory of size 106 which was the default used in the
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paper of HER [1].
In addition to SAC hyperparameters we need to set up the ones for HER. HER needs
the number of extra goals sampled per episode, as well as the sampling strategy, S, and
the number of updates per episode, N (recall that in (2) after each episode we sample N
minibatches from the experience replay and for each minibatch we update the network
parameters once):
Number of extra goals 4
S future or episode
Number of updates per episode (N) 40
Table 2: HER hyperparameters. Number of extra goals and number of updates per steps
are similar to the ones used in [1].
We have only tested the two best sampling strategies reported in [1] (Episode and
Future). Additionally, we will be comparing the results with SAC without HER as a
baseline. The results can be seen on the figure below:
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Figure 8: Evolution of rewards and success per episode during training with SAC and
SAC + HER with Future and Episode strategies. ”Future” label refers to SAC + HER
with Future goal sampling strategy, ”Episode” to SAC + HER with Episode sampling
strategy and ”SAC” to standard SAC.
We can clearly see that SAC with HER with any of the sampling strategies is able
to solve the environment (i.e. have a 100% success rate per episode) while SAC without
HER is not able to see any kind of progress for around 4000 episodes. In addition, we
can observe that Future sampling strategy outperforms Episode sampling strategy which
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is the same conclusion as reported in [1] with DDPG.
While this environment is sparse compared to other commonly used, we can see that
even SAC without HER is able to see meaningufull rewards in some episodes as the suc-
cess is greater than 0 in some cases. This is true because the goal can be achieved with
some luck randomly. In any case, the reward signals are so few that it does not learn even
after 4000 episodes.
In addition, we will analyse the time complexity for each of the methods:
Model Time (h min)
Episode 1h 43 min
Future 1h 54 min
SAC 1h 48 min
Table 3: Execution times per method to arrive to episode 4000.
All of the methods have similar time complexities, note that HER does not have affect
performance.
4.2 ME-SAC
In this section, we test ME-SAC in the modified Half Cheetah environment. The idea
is to treat Half Cheetah environment as a testing ground to make a learning algorithm
that then can be applied in Fetch and Reach. In section 4.2.1, we will try virtual learning
only, SAC learning in the virtual world. As the number of hyperparameters is enormous,
we will focus on the most sensitive one: how much imagined data we use before every
checkpoint (the parameter C2). In section 4.2.2, we will test if learning both in the real
and virtual environments helps to improve the speed in learning. Then in section 4.2.3,
we will compare it with an on-policy model based algorithm. Finally, in section 4.2.4, we
will analyse the time complexities.
Regarding default SAC hyperparameters we have set memory size at 10000 as we see
that it has a slight better performance for both SAC and ME-SAC and number of updates
per step to the default 1.
The models from the ensemble predict ∆s and consists of 2 layers of 1024 neurons
each with Relu non-linearity. The dataset is formed by the trajectories sampled from
the real environment and divided 66% into training set and 33% into validation set. The
training is done with gradient descend with ADAM optimizer (α = 0.003). The listed
parameters for model ensemble are the same as in [19]. The remaining Model ensemble
hyperparameters are listed below:
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C2 100, 200 and 2000 environment steps
Number of models 5
Number of checkpoints 5
Window size 30
Table 4: ME-SAC hyperparameters.
Where number of models are the number of models used for the ensemble, number
of checkpoints are the number of validations that the policy in the model ensemble is
allowed to fail before it is forced to return to the real environment to gather more data
and window size is the number of episodes the policy recollects data in the real world
before training the model ensemble.
4.2.1 Virtual learning
In this section, we test if off-policy Model Based Reinforcement Learning algorithms can
learn from imagined data.
The agent recollects data in the real world for 30 episodes (window size parameter)
in outer iterations (iterations in the real world), then trains a model ensemble and data
is recollected in them, in inner iterations (iterations in the virtual world). The data is
recollected in the virtual world until the validation checkpoints fail more than 5 times.
The full process is repeated until episode 300. The validation checkpoints are done every
C2 steps; we will vary C2 to see the best performer. The results can be seen in the figure
below:
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(a) Training return per episode. The return
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Figure 9: Reward evolution for ME-SAC. The training return was computed after each
episode. Evaluation return is obtained as an average over 100 evaluation episodes. Eval-
uation is done every 10 training episodes.
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This figure shows that, in fact, off-policy methods can learn with Model Based
Reinforcement Learning. As we can see, the mean result over 2 seeds are similar for
the three C2: 200, 2000 and 100 but the standard deviation is disparate. C2 = 2000
outperforms all the others for one seed but fails to learn in another one (that is why it
has a high standard deviation). Meanwhile the other two are more stable in comparison.
This can be easily explained as an overfitting issue, C2 = 2000 does not check policy
performance as often as the other two and hence it is not as robust. This issue can be
seen better if we compare the virtual learning vs real learning when doing the checkpoints
in the virtual world:
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Figure 10: Real vs Virtual learning comparison for one of the seeds used. In the checkpoint
evaluation, the return is computed every C2 updates. It is the average of 100 evaluation
episodes and it is computed for both the virtual world and the real world. No smoothing
is used.
To start we can observe that, the total number of updates for C2 = 2000 is nearly
10 times the number of updates for C2 = 200. In the case of the baseline it would have
around 30000 number of updates (as we have 300 episodes of duration 100 steps each and
it updates once per step) which is similar to C2 = 200 but much less than C2 = 2000.
The idea of world models is that we could obtain orders of magnitude more virtual
data compared to Model Free algorithms in order to outperform them but it seems that,
in the case of C2 = 200, the policy is not able to surpass the checkpoints to stay enough
time to gather much more data than the baseline. Instead, for C2 = 2000, it is not a
problem.
For this seed, C2 = 2000, is able to outperform C2 = 200 as seen in the figure above.
For C2 = 200 both real and virtual rewards follow a similar trend except in two points:
a) the beginning where the agent may not have enough information to build a robust en-
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semble of models and b) at a singular peak near update 25000 which would make our
policy to unlearn but thanks to the policy check after each world model iteration we
avoid it.
In the case of C2 = 2000 the discrepancies between real and virtual returns increase
both in value and times that a discrepancy appear. Our hypothesis is that if you have
enough discrepancies it may lead to not learning a correct policy which is what happens
for C2 = 2000 in the case of the second seed.
Next we will focus on the loss evolution when training the model ensemble with su-
pervised learning.
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Figure 11: Training and evaluation loss evolution over the training epochs for a single
model in the ensemble for the case of C2 = 200.
Figure 11 shows the evolution of train and evaluation loss for one of the models used in
the model ensemble. The figure shows a periodic evolution of starting with a high loss and
then a decrease. The meaning of this periodic evolution is: initially the model is trained
until the validation data stops increasing, then, after another inner and outer iterations,
the model is trained again resetting the ADAM optimizer and with new obtained data.
With the newly obtained data the loss increases again and it is trained once more until
the validation loss stops decreasing.
In the figure, we can count up to 9 peaks meaning that the model has been trained 9
times, which agrees with that we are doing outer iterations of 30 episodes and a maximum
of 300 episodes.
Finally we can compare the value of the best ME-SAC performer (C2 = 200 is slightly
better than C2 = 100) against the baseline SAC:
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(a) Training. Smoothing with s = 0.7 is used.
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Figure 12: Comparison of SAC vs ME-SAC with virtual data. C2 = 200
Unfortunately, the best performer over the parameters C2 is not enough to outperform
SAC. In any case, ME-SAC is able to learn in similar speeds compared to SAC.
4.2.2 Virtual and Real learning
As seen in the previous section, virtual learning only does not seem to surpass or even be
equal to SAC in training speed. However, we can combine both real and virtual training
to see if the combination is enough to exceed the original SAC. The result with C2 = 200
training in both real and virtual worlds can be seen below:
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Figure 13: Comparison of returns between SAC and ME-SAC training in the real and
virtual worlds.
Both methods achieve similar performances. Even though ME-SAC achieves better
training return faster, the evaluation return is almost equal.
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4.2.3 Comparison with ME-PPO
In this section, we compare ME-SAC against ME-PPO. The idea was to compare our
method with ME-TRPO but PPO is a simpler substitute for TRPO that obtains sim-
ilar (and usually even better) returns as reported in [29]. In addition, this comparison
may serve as a basis of comparing off-policy against on-policy algorithms in world models.
We configure PPO with the default hyperparameters reported on [2] except for the
batch size for learning which we use 50000 as in the paper of ME-TRPO [19]. Both results
have been compared using the virtual world only. The results can be found below:
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Figure 14: Comparison of ME-PPO and ME-SAC for C = 200.
While ME-PPO starts faster than ME-SAC, ME-SAC is able to surpass ME-PPO per-
formance after some episodes. Interestingly ME-PPO appear to learn steadily from each
world model iteration as there are no big increases in return after a small period of time.
Instead, ME-SAC does have such increases for example near episode 150. Additionally, at
some other points (the first 100 episodes) it appears to not be able to learn correctly. This
may point that ME-SAC is less stable than ME-PPO. We can also compare the virtual
learning of ME-PPO against the virtual learning of ME-SAC in order to see the stability:
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(a) ME-PPO virtual learning. No smoothing is
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Figure 15: Comparison of virtual learning of ME-SAC and ME-PPO for one of the seeds
used. ME-PPO checkpoints are done every 5 updates of 50000 steps as in ME-TRPO.
As the number of updates and batch size differs greatly it is not possible to compare
them on the same figure. It appears that ME-PPO learns in a more stable way as in
none of the checkpoints ME-PPO has catastrophic failures or great overestimations as in
ME-SAC. This may be one of the reasons why ME-SAC is not able to learn faster.
4.2.4 Time complexity
In this section, we analyse the time complexity to complete the experiments for ME-SAC
and compare it to SAC and ME-PPO. We expect higher training times for ME-SAC and
ME-PPO due to the model computations.
Model Time (h min)
ME-SAC (C2 = 2000) 4h 8 min
ME-SAC (C2 = 200) 2h 9 min
ME-SAC (Virtual and Real C2 = 200) 2h 16 min
ME-PPO 6h 24 min
SAC 14 min
Table 5: Running times per method to arrive to episode 300. Reported times correspond
to the average execution time of two seeds.
As we can see ME-SAC has much bigger training times than SAC, due to the training
of the models, and the gathering of additional data inside the models. The mixing of
virtual and real only increases the times in a few minutes. If we compare ME-PPO to
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ME-SAC, ME-PPO needs much more time to obtain similar performance.
4.2.5 Conclusion
In this section, we have seen that off-policy model based learning with imagined
data is possible. Despite this, the results show that ME-SAC can only achieve similar
performance to SAC and not surpass it. We hope that in a simpler dynamics environment
(for example Fetch and Reach), ME-SAC is able to learn better models which result in
better imagined data to learn a better policy.
In addition, we have seen that ME-SAC is able to give a slight increase in performance
to SAC if we use both real and fake data. Finally, ME-SAC achieved a better performance
than ME-PPO but with higher instability.
4.3 ME-SAC + HER
In this section, we will test ME-SAC + HER. The hyperparameters for SAC used in
this environment are the same as in section 4.1 and the hyperparameters for the model
ensemble are the same as in section 4.2 except for C2 and the number of episodes per
outer loop (window size parameter). To test ME-SAC + HER we will come back to the
environment of Fetch and Reach and compare it with HER.
4.3.1 Virtual learning
As the environment is different to modified Half Cheetah we do not know which C2 pa-
rameter and how many iterations set for the outer loops. As the training takes much more
iterations (as seen in section 4.1) we have set to 200 the number of episodes to recollect
data (10000 steps) and we have tested different values for the checkpoint parameter C2,
C2 = [5, 30, 50, 200], where in this case C2 is given by episodes instead of steps and we have
found that 200 is the best overall. The results of ME-SAC with C2 = 200 can be see below:
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(a) Training return evolution over time. No
exponential smoothing is used.
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(b) Success evolution over time. Exponen-
tial smoothing with s = 0.7 is used.
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(c) Return evaluation evolution over time.
No exponential smoothing is used.
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(d) Succes evaluation evolution over time.
No exponential smoothing is used.
Figure 16: Results ME-SAC with HER. The results are averaged over two seeds. ME-SAC
is run until episode 600 thus 2 outer iterations are produced but the environment is solved
at around episode 200 in both seeds.
ME-SAC is able to solve this environment only with one iteration of the
world model5. The great improvement over Half Cheetah may have various reasons:
1. Half cheetah environment is more complicated in the part of prediction from the
model than Fetch and Reach. In Half cheetah there are 18 features and 6 actions
while in Fetch and Reach there are only 10 features (3 of which are constant) and
4 actions, thus being able to predict more easily. In addition, the modified Half
Cheetah has an horizon (maximum number of steps) of 100 timesteps while Fetch
and Reach has an horizon of 50 timesteps and as the error propagates its much more
easy the prediction in a 50 horizon environment. Finally, the undergoing dynamics
may have a more complicated function in Half Cheetah.
5In some seeds it may take more than one iteration of the world model to converge.
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2. HER environment difficulty may be in the sparse reward setting not in the problem
per se and being able to see more data even if it does not have the quality of the
real data may improve the speed for optimality.
Following the plot of the performance, we have plotted how does the loss evolves in
the case of one of the models in the ensemble.
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Figure 17: Training and evaluation loss over the training epochs on one of the models of
ME-SAC with HER.
The loss follows a clear downwards trend and a peak is produced when new data is
gathered as expected. As we can see, the model is trained only two times. In any case,
the performance plot in figure 16, shows us that the agent only requires of one model to
solve the environment, the second one is trained after that the environment is already
solved.
Next, the evolution of real and virtual returns on the checkpoints is examined:
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Figure 18: Virtual and real return comparison in the checkpoints. No exponential smooth-
ing is used.
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The prediction is not exact but it follows the same trend except on a few points. This
supports our idea that the model is easier in this environment as the reward evolution is
smoother than in the case of Half Cheetah in figure 10. One interesting point of discussion
is the fact that the virtual model ensemble would count all points as a success because they
have a reward less than 50 meaning that it achieved the objective in less than 50 timesteps.
Moreover, it appears that the optimal policy is achieved with 1.5 · 105 updates. In-
stead, SAC with HER arrives to the optimum with 2200 episodes of 40 updates each i.e.
0.9 · 104 updates, around 1 order of magnitude less. In other words it takes more virtual
updates for the world model to arrive to the same point.
In this case, we accomplish the correct use of world models, we get an order of mag-
nitude more of virtual data compared of what we could get with real data.
Finally, we will show, as mentioned at the start, the comparison of different values of
C2. Remember that in this case, C2 is counted in episodes.
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Figure 19: Comparison of different values of C2 for ME-SAC with HER.
It appears that the best C2 is the highest, 200 episodes. While in other environments
increasing it tenfold may lead to instability in this case it works. As you reduce C2 the
performance is reduced.
As we had Half Cheetah as an starting point, initially we used much lower C2, and we
were not able to solve the environment without needing many episodes (compare the 200
episodes of 50 timesteps each (i.e. 10000 steps) we use in this case against the 200 steps
in Half Cheetah). However, the environments differ greatly, thus, this parameter may not
be adequate to transfer.
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4.3.2 Time complexity
In this section, we have compared the times of execution between ME-SAC with HER
and SAC with HER.
Model Time (h min)
ME-SAC with HER (250 episodes) (virtual and real) 1 h 29 min
SAC with HER (250 episodes) 5 min
SAC with HER (2500 episodes) 1h 1min
Table 6: Time comparison of ME-SAC with HER to arrive to its optimum, around 250
episodes against SAC to arrive to the same result in 2500 episodes. We have also included
the time it takes for SAC to arrive to 250 episodes despite it has no success yet for more
information.
As we can see, ME-SAC with HER arrives to the optimum only with 1 h and 30 min,
30 minutes more than the baseline. In real world systems this favours ME-SAC as the
bottleneck is in sample gathering.
4.3.3 Conclusion
In this section, we have tested if ME-SAC with HER is able to work with Fetch and
Reach and compared the checkpoint hyperparameters where we found that C2 = 200 is
the optimal one.
Not only ME-SAC with HER is able to learn in Fetch and Reach but it achieves speeds
ten times faster than SAC for optimality.
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5 Conclusions
In this master thesis, we have investigated the promising idea of Model Based Reinforce-
ment Learning and combined it with a method to deal with sparse rewards.
Our findings may motivate others in the investigation of a) imagined data Model Based
with off-policy Model Free methods and b) the combination of HER and world models.
5.1 Contributions
1. Implementation of SAC with HER. To our own knowledge there was no public
implementation when we started working on this project. Despite this there has
been some implementations recently such as [15].
2. To the best of our knowledge, the investigation of off-policy Model Based methods
with imagined data have been the first of its kind (according to [20]). The im-
plementation of ME-SAC shows that off-policy algorithm may learn with synthetic
data.
3. Showing that ME-SAC has slightly better performance than ME-PPO and it is not
able to surpass normal SAC.
4. As far as we know, the investigation of world models with Hindsight Experience
Replay is novel. We have demonstrated that ME-SAC together with HER is 10
times faster than SAC plus HER. This may lead to work around world models and
sparse rewards.
5. The check used comparing old and new policies after each world model iteration
was novel at the time of working with this thesis. Just a few days before delivering
this thesis, there has been a similar idea but in the real environment [6].
5.2 Future Work
Regarding the results showing that ME-SAC is not able to outperform SAC in modified
Half Cheetah, future work on improving ME-SAC can be investigated:
1. Use local models (different neural networks for different parts of the trajectory)
instead of a single global model that learns the whole dynamics. This should have
better precision toward the end of the trajectory.
2. Inspired by [17], a possible improvement may be start training (in the world model)
not in the starting point of the environment but treating a sample of the experience
replay of the real world as the starting point. This could help with environments
with long horizons.
3. Investigate to improve the stability of off-policy algorithms inside the world model.
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Regarding Model Based Reinforcement Learning and Hindsight Experience Replay,
we need to test if we can replicate those results in other more difficult environments. As
seen by the results in Half Cheetah we may need to finetune the world model part if the
environments are complicated.
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